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Create clarity about the terminology

Achieve a common understanding of the intended goal

Sources: The New York Times, ICLEI
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Create clarity about the terminology

CO2 neutrality

 Reduction of CO2 emissions

 CO2 compensation measures

Climate neutrality

 Reduction & compensation of other greenhouse gases with
global warming potential such as:

 Non-fluorinated GHGs: methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O).

 Fluorinated GHGs: hydrofluorocarbons (HFC), perfluorocarbons
(PFC), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), nitrogen trifluoride (NF3)

Environmental neutrality

 Avoidance & compensation of all other substances that have a 
negative impact on the environment and health such as

 Particulate matter, soot, pesticidesnitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur
dioxide (SO2)

Measures to achieve various neutralities

Source: https://ee-ip.org/article/defining-carbon-neutrality-not-as-simple-as-it-might-seem-1811

Environ-
mental 

neutrality

Climate 
Neutrality

CO2-
neutrality
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What goal are manufacturing companies working toward?

Optimization of energy demand most frequently mentioned

30%

27%

18%

18%

5%

2%

The EU has set a target to be climate neutral by 2050 and is currently revising 
the 2030 targets. What are you optimizing your business towards - which of 

the following options apply to your business? (n=834, n'=1663)

Optimization of the energy demand

Reduction of CO2 emissions (including
energy demand)

Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
(including CO2 emissions)

Reduction of all environmental impacts
(including greenhouse gas emissions).

Optimization not planned

Do not know

© EEP Energieeffizienz-Index - 2. Halbjahr 2020
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Societal Expectations are Rising

Why become carbon neutral now?
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What are the implications for 
my company? 
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Why Carbon Neutrality now?
Price on carbon in a rapidly growing number of countries. 
Carbon Border Tax regimes are considered for products from outside these.

Source: https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/
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*EU Commission ALLBNK Scenario (-58%CO2~65€ in 2030)
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ETS nETS ETS-Forecast*

European ETS price
 Rising rapidly with 

tightening of EU 2030 
emissions targets

 Expansion to additional 
sectors in clarification 
(currently electricity + 
selected industrial sectors)

 Projected €60 for 2030 likely 
to be exceeded

 Little planning certainty

National Emissions Trading 
Scheme Germany (nETS)
 On energy-related emissions 

(excluding electricity)
 Planning certainty until 

2025/6
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Why Carbon Neutrality now?

What does it mean for my company?



Why Carbon Neutrality now?

* Deutsches Global Compact Netzwerk 2018), https://www.globalcompact.de/wAssets/docs/Umweltschutz/Publikationen/Diskussionspapier-Interner-Co2-Preis_screen.pdf

What can you do?

1.accept additional costs at the expense of profit / margin / product prices

2. change of energy source for lower emissions (trade-off CO2 price vs. additional cost tariff)

3.investing instead of paying the price of CO2: Reduction of the due levy by investing inemission  
& cost reducing efficiency and process optimizations, as well as local generation

What does it mean for my company?

Expected increase in cost of energy-related emissions (excluding electricity)

CO2- levy in  
nEHS
(exemplary)

Energy  
consumption  

(without  
electricity)

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Based  

on  
damage

€/tCO2e 25€ 30€ 35€ 45€ 55€ 55-65€ 180€

Small size  
company

634 MWh 7.200€ 8.700€ 10.000€ 13.000€ 15.900€ 18.750€ 52.000€

Medium  
size  
company

13.5 GWh 157.000 € 189.000€ 220.000€ 283.000€ 346.000€ 409.000€
1.13

Mio.€

Large size  
company

7.5 TWh 78 Mio. €
93.8 Mio.

€
109 Mio.

€
140 Mio.

€
172 Mio.

€
203 Mio.

€
562 Mio.

€
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How do the companies react?
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Carbon Neutrality Announcements of Companies

Example: Automotive Industry Supplier
 display leadership and apply pressure on competitors (massive PR)

 appear conscious to attract scarce skilled personnel/graduates 

 display being on top of the game/innovate to attract to future-proof in disrupted automotive 
sector

 Car manufacturers imposing pressure on their supply chain to deliver zero-carbon products

 remain attractive to investors that increasingly abandon non-future-proof business models

 it makes economic sense:

 invest 2bn EUR over 11 years to have total cost of 1bn by 2030 (+ where applicable 
additional savings from avoided future CO2-levies)

 vertical internalisation: 
 early disconnect from increasing cost and supply shocks => gaining control over risks & costs 

 reducing payments to ‚others‘ (general costs of energy); 

 compensate remaining emissions by i.e. ‘scrappage bonus’ for own product range; using 
own technology in aid-based compensation projects (and gain PR)

 increased energy productivity/competitiveness

 get paid for showing others how to replicate becoming carbon neutral

Assumed motivation, considerations and benefits:
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Triggers and strategy

Why carbon neutrality now?

Source: FraunhoferIPA

Increase of energy and
material efficiency and productivity

Decentralized generation of  
renewable energies

Rethinking the business model

Compensation

(Increasing) Emission pricing

Early internalization

Innovation driver

Risk minimization

Customer request

Competition for skilled workers

First-Mover-Advantage

Capital Market
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Mapping out the path to climate neutrality

15

 How effective are current policies considered to 
facilitate an increase in energy efficiency in industry?

 What measures, if any, are being taken by companies 
to reduce their carbon footprint?

 Are energy, resource and carbon footprint 
being considered during product development?

 What GHG reduction do companies aim for 
within the next 5 years? 

 Impact of Covid-19 on level of ambition 
and planned decarbonisation action

We need to know where we are 
for a realistic & effective roadmap

@StefanMBuettner
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Ingredients to succeed
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This is where the Energy Efficiency Barometer of 
Industry comes in:

 Sheds light on the current realities in manufacturing 
across all company sizes, 27 manufacturing sectors 
and different energy intensities across Europe 

 Attendees reaching out 
to their constituencies to aide gathering 
status quo evidence 

outreach kit can be provided in 10 languages

outcomes will inform work of UN ECE TF Industry

Understanding the sectors’ ambitions, 
plans and actions

Country specific barometer
and economic indicator 
Country specific barometer

Global barometer in 
widely used languages

Global barometer in English, French, 
Spanish, Russian or German
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Poland:

Sweden:

Latvia:

Germany:

Slovenia:

Austria:

Country specific barometer
and economic indicator 
Country specific barometer

Global barometer in 
widely used languages

Global barometer in English, French, 
Spanish, Russian or German

Spain:

United States:

Canada:

Mexico:

The #EEBarometer 
covers 88 countries 
in 10 languages

Global:

English ∙ Spanish ∙ French ∙ Russian ∙ German

Italy:United Kingdom:
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Who is following? By when?
How does German manufacturing react to the calls to  
decarbonize? 60% of companies aim for net-zero – 2/3rd by 2025

Source: EEP Energieeffizienz-Index der deutschen Industrie 2019/II
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Target Year for Net - Climate Neutrality (n=488)

Number of enterprises in the targetyear Cumulated in %

Half of the decarbonisation activities of the next 30 years will take place in the next  
5 years.
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Target GHG-Reduction by 2025, Base: 2019

© Energy Efficiency Index of German Industry 2020/1 | Data gathered during COVID-19 in May 2020 | Arithmetic mean of all answers
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Micro company Small company Medium-sized company Large Company

Companies intend to reduce emissions by ca. 23% by 2025

By what percentage do you plan to reduce your company’s GHG emissions by
2025, including all compensatory measures?  
(divided by chosen mix of measure) (n=550)

Others

Use of compensatory  
measures

Purchase of renewable  
energy

Self-generation of  
renewable energy

Reduction of process  
related emissions

Reduction of energy  
consumption through  
energy efficiency  
measures

approx. 60% of the planned measures by 2025 are of a local nature (efficiency  
improvement, process change, self-generation)
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Target GHG-Reduction by 2025, Base: 2019

© Energy Efficiency Index of German Industry 2020/1 | Arithmetic mean of all answers; n(NEI)=122, n(LEI)=182, n(MEI)=139, n(EI)=31, n(total)=610

Companies intend to reduce emissions by ca. 23% by 2025

By what percentage do you plan to reduce your company’s GHG emissions by
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Target GHG-Reduction by 2025, Base: 2019
Companies intend to reduce emissions by ca. 23% by 2025

© Energy Efficiency Index of German Industry 2020/1 | Arithmetic mean of all answers; n(NEI)=122, n(LEI)=182, n(MEI)=139, n(EI)=31, n(total)=610
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23%

24%

25%

26%

27%

not energy
intensive

less energy
intensive

moderately energy
intensive

energy intensive total

By what percentage do you plan to reduce your company’s GHG emissions by
2025, including all compensatory measures? (n=610, n‘=474)   
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Target GHG-Reduction by 2025, Base: 2019

© Energy Efficiency Index of German Industry 2020/1 | Arithmetic mean of all answers; n(chem)=38, n(minerals)=33, n(basic metal)=32, n(fabricated metal)=44

Companies intend to reduce emissions by ca. 23% by 2025

By what percentage do you plan to reduce your company’s GHG emissions by
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Target GHG-Reduction by 2025, Base: 2019

Zooming-in on core sectors: ambition differs, mix similar – why?

© Energy Efficiency Index of German Industry 2020/1 | Arithmetic mean of all answers; n(chem)=38, n(minerals)=33, n(basic metal)=32, n(fabricated metal)=44
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chemicals &
chemical products

non-metallic
mineral products

basic metals fabricated
metal products

total

By what percentage do you plan to reduce your company’s GHG emissions by
2025, including all compensatory measures? (n=610, n‘=147)
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Why should local measures be prioritised? 

Mix of measures for the planned greenhouse gas reduction
 Reduction:
 Reduction of energy demand reduces emissions

 organizational optimizations/one-time investment required
 running costs (energy) decrease

 Process adaptation reduces emissions
 one-time investment required
 running costs (energy) unchanged

 Substitution:
 Own production of renewable energies reduces emissions

 but one-time investment required
 running costs (energy) decrease

 Change of energy source reduces emissions
 Energy unit may cost more per unit, !availability!
 running costs (energy) increase slightly

 Compensation (or do nothing): Emissions still exist
 their compensation (or CO2-price were applicable) costs permanently per unit
 running costs (emissions) increase

Economic factors could help with sequence: 
How do the measures have a lasting effect on running costs? 

Further developed according to ACEEE-EEP Industrial Decarbonisation Considerations (2020)
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Boosting Resilience in Manufacturing

On-site - direct reduction of the footprint

Increased energy and material 
efficiency and productivity

- Electricity

- Heat

- Cold

- Compressed Air

Decentralized generation of 
renewable energies

Energy flexibility and storage

Purchase of renewable energies

Compensation measures

Off-site - indirect reduction of the footprint

„Energy Efficiency is not in competition with 
Green House Gas reduction – to the contrary, 
Energy Efficiency is an integral part of reducing 
the environmental footprint.“ SMB

„On-Site action is key to 
increase resilience against 
external shocks.“ SMB

On-Site optimization, using local generation & integration, followed 
by off-site generation and lastly compensation
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Future Concepts for Industry

Key Questions:

1. How far?

2. Ideal mix?

Key factors:

1. Environment

2. Expertise

3. Cost (ratio)

4. Priorities

5. Needs

Identifying your optimal mix of measures – each puzzle differs

Source: Fraunhofer IPA

Flexible energy 
demand

Storage systemsSmart-Grid

Energy efficiency

Self-supply
with renewable

energy
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Thank You!

E-Mail

Telephone +49 (0) 711 970 -

www.eep.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
www.ipa.fraunhofer.de/en/expertise/efficiency-systems.html
@StefanMBuettner
/in/stefan-m-buettner

H
H

Stefan M. Buettner
Dipl.-Volksw.

1156

Stefan.buettner@eep.uni-stuttgart.de

Director Global Strategy & Impact
Chair UNECE Task Force on Industrial Energy Efficiency
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